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Eastern Washington State College

Now that football season is over and
basketball is beginning, the Songleaders
and Cheerleaders ask all' students to get
out and support the team.
Let's get the first ball game off to a
big bang."
11

Your Songleaders
and Cheerleaders

'

$25,582 Won By
EWSC S·fudents
•

•

I

'

I

Congressman. Discusses The American Dollar and the
Kennedy Administration

Scholarships totaling $25,582
were awarded to 151 Eastern
Washington State College students last year, Daryl Hagie,
dean of students, said.
The total was almost $8,000
ore than t•he previous year
and averaged almost $170 for
each scholarship award, he
said. Only 126 scholarships
were awarded during the
1959-60 college year ..
Awards from off-campus organizations by civic, service
and women's clubs and local
Parent-Teachers
Association
totaled $9,760. These scholarships went to 48 students.
Scholarships from indivlduals and memorial scholarships
were awarded 16 students
from a total of $6,146, Dean
Hagie said.
Income-producing activities
of student government and
from campus organizations
provided $8,098 for 79 awards.
In addition to scholarships,
a college loan fund of approx'imately $17,000 is available for
emergency loans during the
college year. So far this fall,
more than $2,000 of this fund
has been loaned, Dean Hagie said.
.
Eastern participates in the
National
Defense Stutent
Loan program, he said, and
has more than $100;000 avai~able for loans.
Approximately $80,000 of
this has ·been cothmtttetl, and1
the $20,000 still in the fund
will be used for loans in the
winter and spring quarter.
The college ,has made a request for an additional $25,000
in ND$ funds for the year.
"To take care of as many
students as possible," Dean
Hagie said, "loans were reduced to a minimum and those
students with the hi~hest academic records received the
loans."
"We could have loaned nearly $20,000 of Nl)SL funds had
they been available," Dean
Hagie said.

"For the success of our way
of life you mus kn9w yourself and your environment."
These were the words of Congressman Walt Horan. Mr.
Horan spoke to Eastern students at a 9:20 convocation November 1:;-.
"The American dollar is the
foundation
of international
trade. I pledge myself to give
careful attention to the spending of each and every dollar
by the present administration.
"President Kennedy is your
president and he is mine, and
I will be loyal to him, but it is
my duty to criticize President
Kennedy constructively," he
said.
"When you decrease the
value of the economy you hurt
people ~ho are deservably on
welfare.' ·
The congressman went on
to say that any administration
is strong but, "by giving in we
can geL a dictatorship by def ault. We must maintain individual dignity."
Afterward Mr. Horan said
that the television show "Hollywood's Answer to Communism" was "verY, interesting. I
thought it was alright.
"The
Spokane Freedom
Fighter appear to · be a pretty
good group. I don't know m.uch
about them. We have sent
them some literature which is
published by the government.
, "I support anybody who opposes Communism."
.
Mr. Horan is quite concerned with the current fallout
shelter program. "There is no
method to sterilize the gamma
ray. This is of prime importance. The program has been
well promoted but what about
the people in the hospitals?
We have not been given a complete picture.
·
"If bombs fall, I am convinced you will find America
retaliating. This fallout shelter program is the biggest boohoo of any national program."
The problem of HUAC was

Donations Honor EWS,C ·e.enefador .
A :rpan who was instrumental in establishing the Showalter Fund, Dr. David A. B.arber,
is still responsible for donations to it's cause, even after
his death.
,Dr. Barber, a familiar fi~ure
on the EWSC campus smce
1923, passed away October 15,

Emertis Profesorship, an honor awarded to retired professors.
"He was greatly admired by
the alumni and all those who
knew him. Everi today, we
hear from graduates who cqme
bat:k to Eastern to express

1961.

His only daughter, Mrs.
Marguerite Barber, requested
that instead of buying flowers, all those who would mourn
his death, could make a donation to the Showalter Fund.
Dr. Barber, among his many
other interests, was an integral part of this scholarship
fund.
He came to this campus as
an Associate Professol' , of
Psyc-hology and was one of the
first to offer courses in child
study during a time when
child study was still being researched.
During the !J0's he was one
of the first to give intelligence
tests and was frequently con$Ulted on juvenile delinquency
in Spokane, Wastiingtoil.
Aside from his many larger
projects, he also took. time to
talk to many people about
their children and to ofter
helpful suggestions. ·
In 1950 he was awarded the
VOLUME 12

.Famous Ado•r Thrill5 Eastern Audience

Walt Horan Speaks At \Easteran

their indebtedn~ss to Dr. Bar~
~r,'' said. Wayne -Hall, Seoretnry of the Alumni.
People still speak of him today because he took a personal
interest in them, and this is
one 'of the most important tee•
ords a person can leave.

brought up. "I think it was
pretty well handled," . the congressman said. "We must know
the nature of the beast that
we are opposing.
"Of
prime
importance
though, we must know our-·
selves. If we accomplish this
we will be the strongest nation
un the earth and nobody will
be able to beat us."

The little man with the familiar voice ambled backstage
and sat down, noticeably tired.
The man was Thomas Mitchell.
Mr. Mitchell is a very opinionated man when it comes to
matters of the theater.
"Make sure the houselights
are on, I want to see my audience.,'' he said to the stage
manager and then settled
down ta talk about his job,
acting.
,

Apple·s Ami (a~dy
Go On Sale
,

. "No part of acting is hard
if you like your work and have
confidence in yourself. Acting
cannot be grueling if you are
goiug to put on a good perf 01:mance."

Sponsor banquet, Scholarships

Mr. Mitchell, a veteran of
the theater sees television as
a fin•ancial boon to the actor.
"Television is a great medium
b_ut it is not a distinct express10n yet. When TV matures it
will be a great field for the
serious actor," he said.
"The adaption of a novel
for the stage or screen has
never proven very effective.
The audience has a pre-conceived idea of what the char-

Scarlet Arrow, an honorary
organiaztion limited to 11 outstanding men on the campus
who ·have shown leadership
and have taken an active part
in the promotion of college
spirit, is again looking forward to a successful year.
Scarlet Arrow is headed by
grand master Richard Ator,
1vvith faculty advisor Mr. Francis ·J. Schadegg, a former
member of Scarlet Arrow. The
outstanding eampus honorary
held a very successful alumni
coffee hour during homecoming weekend, for all f ortner
members of Slcarlet Arrow.
Scarlet Arrow again plans
to sell apples and candy ·bars
at all borne basketball games.
'I'he-- inoom ,ftbm the sales is
used to sponsor a sports banquet for the althletics and a
scholarship for an incoming
f;reshman althete.
.

.

Don't Be Silent!

MAKE
YOUR
OPINIONS
KNOWN IN THE EASTERNER'S "SOUNDING BOARD."

acter will look like and talk
like and no actor is able to fill
that bill"
When asked if he enjoyed
the lectur series a twinkle
came into his eyes. "If it
weren't for the damned airplanes I would like it. And
you can quote that, it's the
truth."
Thomas Mitchell's favorite
television series was I Glenn
Cannon, but "it should have
been much better. The part of
0. Henry was fun but 0. Henry never appeared in his stories.
"I don't have a favorite movie. I ·don't like myself in movies."
·

The man then got up and
went on to the stage to "talk"
to his audience. His talk was
concerned with the theater as
he knows it.
Those who came in the
quest of valuable information
and startling truths must have
been disappointed. Those who
came to meet Thomas Mitchell
left just a little happier at the
acquaintance.
· .

- - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

48 ATTEND LEADERSHIP RETREAT
The Fall Leadership Retreat,
"Orientation to Student Government," was held November
17 through 19 at Hill's Resort
on Priest Lake .. The ,weekend
conference was attended by
48 student leaders from alJ
areas of student endeavor.
The primary purpose of the
retreat was to provide an orientation for students who are
involved in or have indicated
an interest in th"e Student Government program on the EWSC cam'.pus. An effort was
made to familiarize all who

~t~ended with the present poi1c1es, programs, precedents
and problems that now exist
on this campus.
Specia discussion groups
~ve~e. held in order to give the
individuals an opportunity to
express their ideas. Each discussion group was conducted
on a different subject and resolutions were submitted to the
general .meeting on Sunday.
The retreat concluded with
a banquet on Sunday .in the
main lodge.

, Hargreaves Gets New Look .
books and periodicals of every fire hazard because of the limited exits.
field.
It wottld seem that the liThe
Jlargreaves
library
T,h e opene-stack privileges,
brary facilities required by a tentatively · extended to the building is a nu>nument to
normal school were modest upper•classmen .a number of Eastern's origin as a normal
compared to those demanded years ago, have been extended school. Eastern's recent rise to
by the modern state college.
to the entire student body.,The the status of State College is
The building · housing Har- research materials have been blemished by this anachrongreaves library has not accum- pulled out of the stacks and ism. The re-organiaztion activttlated the venerable attri- ' grouped together in the read- ities of Hargreaves have been
butes of moss and vines that ing room for the convenience slowed by the possibility of a
some of her sister institutions of persons on research pro- new building in the near fuhaye. Th~ building is positively jects.
ture but there is to our knowl•
. shmy compared to that housThe recent expansion of the edge no definite plan for one.
ing the Spokane Public library.
It seems we must continue to
Yet, Hargreaves lacks the library collection is a proud do what we can with what we
"New Look."
achiev~ment but the expansion have.
oreates problems as w~ll as
But the "New Look" to solving
them. The library addThe library, viewing itself as
a service organiaztion, tries
which we refer denotes a veritable shift in function from cd 10,247 volumes during the very hard to elicit comment
the library conceived by the past school year. But how shall and to respond to criticism.
· builders of Hargreaves. The we house a continually expand- Student criticism centers for
ba~c design of the buiudings ing collection? And how can the most part on banalities
get these volumes on the such as tfie size of the fines
housing the .libraries such as we
shelves
quickly when f
d
boOk
d th
. those of Washington State Uni- the staffmore
available • for the
or over- ue
s an
e
versity at Pullman and the highly specialized task of cat- lack of infinite copies of high
demand materials. What these
University of Idaho at Moscow,, places the student in the alo~uing new additions is so critics do not realize is the
direct relationship between
presence of books. Those li- limited?
The
open
stacks
policy,
a
the two points of irritation.
braries are conceived as tools
for the writing and thinking of giant stride ahead in student The single object of the fines
the student. They are · work- utilization of library facilities, is to keep the materials in cirshops of research. Hargreaves is of limited use where the culation.
Students who are travelini
library is a mighty fortress 0£ work room . is removed from
Georgia marble designed to the shelves. Hargreaves, being and find themselves in the vikeep the students away from designed for storage, rather cinity of new libraries at Pull•
than open shelves, has narrow man and M-0scow should look
the books.
•
·
The library staff and the aisles, poor light and too little them over and' see what we're
faculty library committee have floor space to be a work area. missing. We have been given
worked diligently and well to Open sucks are an additional , to understand that the new
provide the highest level of burden on the limited staff of Seattle Public library is an
service possible with the fa- the libraty because the shelv- architectural and artistic moncilities available. The adminis• es must be read constantly, ument that is the envy of the
tration ,has made a standing instead of annually, for mis- nation. See and speak. Your
offer to the · faculty to expand placed volumes. Also, the expressed opinions will build
the collection with the bes\ stacks area of Hargreaves is a a much-needed new library.
By Quinndara Pierre
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SOUNDIN·G BOARD

Whal Abo-ul Nuclear Testing!

by Allan Greeves
Dear Editor,
Now is the ,appropriate time
You will be asked to make a decision; the. importance of this
that a statement should be
decision
is not to be mitigated for any t,urpose.
made to the students of Eastern on the position of the Vets
'The United States National Student Association has requested
EASTERN WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE
Club concerning the unjust attacks aimed t destroying one the various studerit governments to consider the implications
Publlabed weekly durina the achoo) year, except vacatlom and
holidaya and perfoda lmmediateb procedln,i by the A1111oeiateo,
0£ the most active clubs on of the po sible resumption of atmospheric nuclear tests by the
Studenta of Eaatern Wuhlnirton Colle11e of Education, Chen l'
campus. The general concen- United States. The results of this poH will be presented as the
Waah. Application for re-entry at Chene:,, Waahinaton, pendl~trEntered u Second Clua Matter Nov. 8, 1916, at the Po11t Off1c,
sus of opinions by nearly stand of the USNSA, and the decision could carry considerable
;, at Chene:,, Wuhlnaton, under the Act or ~ngresa March 8, 187V
everyone regarding the derog- import in the positioning of the United States' moral stand.
•
,,. Advertialna ratea furnlahed on application. Represented for
\\\ national advertlalna b:, Natlonal Adverti_e lng, lnc.. 420 Madison
atory actions performed by a
PRESS
Avenue, New York 17, New York. Riaht to decline any a4ver.
Your response is vital'.
group of individuals at the
tlaina la reaened.
homecoming football game on
On September 1, 1961, the USSR exploded a nuclear weapon
EDITOR IN CHIEF .................................................... Bob Stevens October 21, 1961 is that the
of
low power; this event marked the first in a series of nuclear
MANAGING EDITOR .................................................... Ivan Munk Vets Club was responsible.
NEWS EDITOR ................................. ................... Sharron Williams This belief could not be more tests by the USSR which Premier Khrushchev stated would be
climaxed by a 50-megatoh nuclear we~pon. On October 30,
SPORTS EDITOR ........................................................ Walt Hartman . fallacious. Evidence produced
1961 the USSR exploded a bomb estimated at least two and
FEATURE EDITOR ··········-···················------~--------·------ Chuck P.lumb in the statements by witnesses a haif times as powerful as their earlier 30-megaton bomb. It
LITE·RARY EDITOR ................................................ Tom Paddock against the Vets Club at camwas the 27th test in the Russian series, and supposedly the
BUSINESS MANAGER ...................... ...................... Ken McDonald pus council failed, under cross
examination, to prove in any last, but Mr. K. did not stop there. The USSR declared that
manner the Vets Club Liabil- more tests would be necessary and threatened the United
ity in organizing and conduct- States, th t should we take . up testing, Russia would repeat
ing subject events. In sum- their tests.
mary, their statements were
I '
I
generalizations . resting upon
President Kennedy is l'iterally on the spot; so are the Amersuppositions and not upon pro- · ican people. The obvious wish of men everywhere is that Amer~
ven fact. However, the Vets ica will not take up nuclear testing. Our government ~a deClub was found guilty (to what nounced the _tactical advant~ges_ of a eapon ,. p~ssessmg_ the
· By Bob Stevens
issues, I'm not sure) but the destructive power of Mr. K. s big bomb, and 1t 1s not llkely
A very worthy project has' beelil- underway for the past few sentence handed down was that if the U. S. resumes testing, we will ever explode such a
weeks here at Eastern. The title is "Project Angol'A." Student minimized under the circum- monster for any purpose. '.However, before the eyes _of the
leaders on campus have gone to a great deal of trouble in the stances, we consider just. The
reduction from a previous sen- wqrld opiniQn it is not the bombs that _mig~t be_ e~oded,
hopes of making this project a succe_ss. .
_
. ,.
tence of complete abolishment it is the act of. testing such weapons which 1s obJecttonable.
After two weeks of briefing, campaigmng and 1ndoctrmabng, bv the ASB- to a probationary It would be heart-warming indeed, if our government could
it seems evident that the students of Eastern should be well status for the remainder of
informed on the Angolian situation. Unfortunately this is not this year by the campus coun• answer Mr. K. and the world, that it is not necessary for the
cil warrants thought by all and U. S. to resume testing of nuclear weapons; to imply that it
the case.
·
especially those who have ·de- is not the size of the bullet, but the skill of the marksman that
What is Project Angola?
Upon questioning several students as to just what they knew nounced the Vets Club. It is counts. Unfortunately, a large enough bullet could sweep away
to determine whe- the whole target. Our defense leaders have confidence in their
about "Project' Angola," the only thing I was able to find out impossible
ther blaming the Vets Club weapons, and deny the necessity of matching Mr. K.'s noise,
was that it was the tin-foil stuff on the red map of AJrica in was to find a scapegoat for all
'but there is an expressed desire to develop the neutron bomb .
the Student Union lobby.
rowdy actions on our campus (an ironically efficilmt method of killing people wnile leaving
What kind of publicity is this?
or detract attention from our property intact· but let us remember the purpose of violent
football
team's fruitless ef- war is death), and
With the exception of Koffee Korner, no effective effort
perfect our anti-missile defenses.
has been made to reach the students with a precise definition forts. It thus must be impresupon you that it was inof "Project Angola". The idea behind this movement is to sed
Since the voluntary moratorium of nuclear tests on Novemdividuals responsible for those
raise $5000 for scholarships. But, how do they expect students actions, not the Vets Club. We ber 3 11958 the prospect of a bomb being delivered to its tarto contribute to a wrinkled wad of aluminum foil?
are not asking. for your sym- get by a rr{issile has become f~remo~t in_ the co~siderat~on ' of
Early in March, natives of the province of Angola revolted pathy or apologies for the un- aggression. The U. S. has had little, 1f any pra_ctical t~stmg_ of
against strong measures taken by the Portuguese government. just defamation to our club. our anti-missile defenses. The problem of stoppmg an 1ncommg
This action touched off one of the bloodiest internal wars, ever The harm that has been said rocket is fraught with imprq_babili ies. Where is it? Where is
to reach the African continent. As a result of this, the Portu- and done can not be erased. it coming from? How much time to effect interception? Q~es'.Ve do respectfully request tions deceptive in their simplicity, and problems ~hat m~st fmd
guese closed schools and destroyed native villages.
that
the issues be investigated
Because of this reign of terror, 140,000 Angolians fled to the
in any case bef?re solutions in minutes, if not secondli. To score a direct hit ?n an
thoroughly
nearby Belgian Congo. Among these refugees were 250 high denunciations
are
levied incoming rocket by any means. w~ll tax _the technolo~y of science.
school graduates, the only native graduates in the country.
against any organization. Don To come within a mile, of this mcommg :ocket mig~t be c.onThese students want very mµc'b. to continue their education. Dressel must be commended sidered a direct hit, while obviously bemg a physical miss.
It is believed that eventually the Angolese will achieve inde- for his heroic stand on our be- The power to destroy the incoming rocket must be nucl'e ar, and
pendance from the Portuguese. If and when this happens, these half although his presump- tests will be required to perfect this defense. While much of
250 students will become the leaders of the country. We can tions were also false. Now that the science of anti-rocket defense is classified, we do know
Carrie Nation has finally laid
decide what kind of leaders· they will be.
that our country is building "laboratories" in t}le Pacific
Nikita Khrushchev has offered these students 500 scholarships down her trusty axe and re- equipped to detect missiles fired from Vandenberg in California,
her bloody white banner,
to Freedom University in Moscow. The scholarships have not tired
we the Vets Club shall prove to test the effectiveness of interception. Since the moratorium
as yet been accepted in hopes that support will come from the to 'you that our organization, in November, 1958, and after the Russian resumptio11, we have
West. If it does not come, the Angolese stud,ents will be forced as it has been .in the past, will exploded four small weapons, all underground. We can assume
to accept the Soviet Education. Considering this, it is not diffi. _remain as active, public and
that we 4ave not had the opportunity to test our atomic defenses
cult to see what kind of a government would evolve.
school spirited as any organi- in the form of nuclear anti-rocket rockets. To deny our govOn the other hand, the World University Service is asking zation in this eampus.
ernm·ent the sanction and backing to test its weapons, we would
Roger Kromer
all member schools to raise money for the Angolian students
also
deny the development of protection against Mr. K. lobso that they may continue their deserved educations in American
bing
one of his "pets" against us. Regardless of world opinion
and European colleges. This assistance must come soon.
Editor: The Easterner
or the problem of morality involved, we should have that proFund drives have been launch~d on many campuses with
I am indeed glad to see that tection. Our government should have our sp9nsorship in the
varying results. Here is an opportunity for us to insure a free progress is at Jast being made
Angola. If we ignore this opportunity, we can probably expect toward the goal of ridding development of this weapon/ defense.
another Communwt controlled nation and an additional Red foot- Eastern's campus • of those
Obviously there is a problem of morality involved. It is obleafy monstrosities-trees. Of
hold in AJrica.
vious
that a sane concept of morality would also say that testing
course we had• to use the exYou can insure a "FREE" education for ihese students and cuse
of
any
nuclear ·weapon is reprehensible, but we have been
of the need for -more
at the same time, possibly change history.
lamp posts in order to chop warned and threatened by an individual whose moral sanity
Disregard the poor publicity. Sacrifice one cup of coffee if up the first three trees in leaves much to be desired. We have at last accept~d the folly
necessary. Wrap your pennies, nickles, dimes and quarters in , front of Hargreaves Library; of trusting Premier K.'s word, but we should accept him at
tinfoil and give to PROJECT ANGOLA.
\
(continued on page 4)
face value in his desire to subvert the entire world to communism. We cannot know if Mr. K. would ever perpetrate war,
but we must never assume that he will not.
I

1

t Mr. K. has warned us not to resume nuclear _testing. It
appears we have a satisfactory "ulti_mate weapon," .but db "!'e
have the ultimate defense? Has Russia? We cannot know which
of the many tests by the USSR included anti-missile defenses.
We cannot know when Mr. K. will, or would consider war

"practical," but the opportunity must never arise.
You are being asked by the USNSA to express your stand for
or against the resumption of nuclear testing. The majori-ty
opinion of this poll will represent the attitude t owards t he problem of test resumption for the American students across the
nation. Because we cannot scientifically judge the damage, if
any, that might result from test resumption, we must accept
the wisdom of our president and defense leaders as to t he
need for these tests. President Kennedy is now circulating
through the western states searching out .the public sentiment
toward major polioies. The president is, in effect, seeking a vote
of confidence in support of the policies soon to be tried.
Regardle5' of our various moral convictioris conceming the
further development of nuclear weapons, recall that Mr. K. has
his weapons; have we a defen1 ?
,

PAGE TWO
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We can trust the sanity of our government not to reply in
kind to the big bomb of Russia. We can also trust our government to fairly evaluate the necessity of further testing, but for
the· purpose of defense alone, it might well be a necessity to
resume atmospheric tests.
Let your answer to this question come from the intellect and
not the emotions. Give our President • · resounding yea of

WHO SHOULD BE WHERE?

support. ·
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Swiss Student Talks
To German Club
J

from the

'Goodies' To Go
On .Sale

PLACEMENT OFFICE

I

A bake sale will be sponLIFE INSURANCE
sored
next Wednesday, Dec. 6,
REPRESENTATIVE DUE
by the Ellen 'H. Richards club.
A rel?resentative from the The
sale will begin at 8:30
Connecticut Mutual Life Insura.
m.
and will be held just outance company will be on cam- side the
foods lab, Showalter
pus Friday, Dec. 1. Patrick M. 110.
.
qarley, unde~riter, will arCandy,
cookies,
popcorn
rive at 9 a. m. for the purpose balls and caramel-apples will
of interviewing candidates
·
·
who are interested in employ- be on sale..
I
ment with this company.
SOCIAL SECURITY
Eastern Grad Speaks
AMINISTRATION HAS
Joe Kees, 19~1 graduate of
OPENINGS IN AREA
Eastern,
wa:;; the featured
R. S. Bennett, Assistant Dispeaker
November
10, at the
vision ,Manager with the Social
Sociology
meeting.
Mr. ,Kees
Security Administration, Spo_on
th~
organization
and
spoke
kane, will be on campus Tueso~erahon
of
the
Catholic
Charday, Dec. '5, at 9 a. m. to interview candidates who are in- ities, with·· which he is affilterested in their program. iated in Spokane.
Seniors with an academic major would qualify for this program, the Placement office,
EWSC To Present
explained.
The Social Set!urity Admin- 1800s Melodrama
istration has positions open in
A five-act costume melodraWashington, Oregon and California. Pamphlets are avail- ma of the mid-1800s in performances faifthful to the traable in the placement office.
ditions ofthe period, including
TEACHER CANDIDATES
asides to the audience, will be
MAY MEET WITH
presented at Eastern WashingR~ PRESENTATIVES FROM
ton State College this WedSPOKANE DISTRICT
Harold Coman, Personnel nesday and Thursday evenings
Director,
Spokane
Public and Friday afternoon.
The American play; "FashSchools, will be on campus
Tuesday, Dec. 5, at 9 a. m. to ion,"• by Anna Cora Mowatt,
interview teacher candidates has a cast of 13 players, and
who are interested in teach- will be presented with a sering in this district. At the ies of olio acts. It is . directed
present, the Placement office by Dr. Halord K. Stevens,
does not have any idea of va- ' chc1irman of the EWSC department of speech, · drama and
can~ies in the district.
APPOINTMENT NECESSARY , radio-TV.
Anyone wishing appointments should contact the
Placement offic'e.

Eleven Military
Students Honored
Col. Ervin G. Nilsson, director of Eastern's ROTC department, announced that 11 senior ROTC Cadets have be~n • designated as Distinguished
• Military Students.
_
Requirements for selection
are stringent and include being in the upper third of the
ROTC . cla~s and the upper
half of the academic class. In
addition, the cadet must possess outstanding leadership
qualities,· high moral character, _and be approved by the
president of the college, Col.
Nilsson disclosed.
Assignments on an acting
basis have designated the following· students to the advancement in the ROTC Corps.
Cadet Maj. William Schama- ·
horn has been appointed to
the position of acting brigade
commander of the corps of cadets, Commanding Officer,
Col. Nilsson said.
Other acting appointments
include Cadet Capt. Gerald I.
Stanley, brigade adjutant; Cadet Capt. Marvin Morasch, brigate operations officer, and cadet Capt. Hal D. Caufield, brigade public information officer.
Acting commander, first batalion, is Cadet Maj. Dennis R.
Rigging; Cadet' 1st Lt. Sherman L. Stapleton is acting battalion operations officer.
Cadet Capt. Thomas C.
vVindsor is acting commander,
second battalion, and Cadet
1st Lt. Edwin G. Harvill is acting battalion operations officer.
Named acting company commanders are Cadet Capt. Lonnie V. Herrington and 1st Lts.
David Danielson, Robert T.
Mitchell, Richard C. Burger,
Bruce A. Peters, Gary D. Balla, Paul S. Lerch and George S.
Nikotich.
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Miss Ramseyer, German in5tructor, spoke on her native
Switzerland November 7, at the
regular German club meeting.
Following the talk, a social
hour was held by club members and guests.

Graphos To Meet

Young Demos
Meet Tonight

Graphos Art Club meeting
will be held November 30 at
10:30 a, m. in the Vashon · Young Demos will meet toRoom of the Student Union night in the SUB Capri room
building. All art students are at 7:30 p. m.
urged to attend. Anyone interThere are many issues to be
ested is urged to attend. Pres- discussed including the recent
ident of the club, Terry Barr, controversy about the extreme
will conduct the meeting. right .wing movements.
Agenda: program of Graphos
All members and those infor the remainder of the year. terested are urged to attend.

-:----------------------------------------=Bowl with the finest - AMF Auto Pinsetters.
·1 0 perfectly finished lanes.
•

I

,

Cheney
_:Lanes
I

,,,

I,

Le~gue Bowling Plus ·
• Trophy Tournaments
• ·Convenient Snack Bar
and plenty of pa.rking space

I

,

.Girls - Be "Queen for ·aDaJ'' ~ Weds. Afternoon
\

a em ~efresheS-y·o ur taste

........·"filr~softerls',-ev8rypllff
.
·
.
.

_.

,

. '

.,,.

,

I ·

~· 7//,;l!
) ~l

•

f ak., "-;f>wr.:,. t(j. Sjr0g~f

Just as ·springtime
~eawakens you to . the beauty and soft greenness all aroufi:d ... so
every Salem reawakens and softly refreshes y~ur taste. Salem, with
all its rich tobacco taste, is a gentle, 1Jasy-going smoke. Special High
Porosity paper "air-softens"-every pliff,:so that more than ev~r, Salem
gives you the freshness of springti11:1e. Smoke refreshed. ;.smoke'Saleml
THE: EASTERNER . .

menthol fresh
• rich tobacco taste
.•..modern
.filte.r, too·:·. . . . . .
.,
•

SOUNDING BOARD
(continued from page 2)

stant to dress in the same unkempt mahner of the boys
they would be campused for
the rest of the quarter.
Yours truly,
· John D. Anspauch

M1EET YOUR A. S. B.

REPRESENTATIVE

but never fear, for soon the
entire campus will be behind
the cause and we can cut freeWith pen and pad in hand
ly and indiscriminantly.
Dixie Carter is a busy girl this
Dea'r Editor,
After all what good are
With all the griping about year. It is her duty as AS Sectrees anyhow? They cut off the price of coffee in the stu- retary to record and maintain
precious sunlight in the sum- dent union you would think the minutes of the AS meet- ..
mertime; sunlight which we that more care would be tak- ings, AS Council, and the Stuneed to turn our skins just en by students to help ease dent Finance Committee.
the right shade of scarlet. In the cost of running the place.
After graduating from Lewis
the winter the leaves turn
Every day cups, saucers, and Clark in Spokane, she was
FIRST 171ME THOl!JGR
such horrible colors and then paper and food can be found elected treasurer of her class
fall all over, covering up the on the tables where students
The EWSC football team finished the 1961 season last Saturlovely grey sidewalks. Worse have left them in complete
day
afternoon, suffering a loss at the hands of •the College of
yet these trees harbor nasty, disregard of the rules. It
Idaho
on a snow-filled day, 23-6. It was the ninth straight defeat
dirty, little animals like birds leaves the tables in a mess
for the Savages and the first time in the history of the school
and (ugh) squirrels.
that a union employee must
that they have failed to gain a victory.
So let's rally 'round the take the time to clean up. This
smokestack with our axes, for time costs money.
Eastern loolced like an easy pass -fr--o-m -center to Harley
we start work on Showalter
It also costs mon~y to revictor in the first quarter of Allen, filling in for the ejectlawn. tomorrow. After all, trees pair the seats in the booths
play of the game as with five ed Mike Macaulay, caused a
are such temporary and non- where somebody has made the
minutes gone, the center of fumble and Idaho recovered
functional things,· and only effort to cut and rip them.
the Eastern line blocked an on the Eastern nine yard line.
man can make a lamp post.
Idaho punt on the Coyotes' six
.
. .
/ Some of this is accidental,
yard
line.
Dave
Davis
carried
Witti
.
a
minute
remam1ng,
Signed
granted, but in many booths
to the three, and Ed . Laulai- Frank Hawley crashed . over
Charles La Bounty
some nervous soul has picked
,
from the three, and the Coythe stuffing out of the seat
nen applied the clincher on a otes retired to the locker room
through the tear.
. fullback plunge to give the -with a 16-6 halftime lead.
Thirty out of the 40 seats
.. Savages the lead. The extra
The second half was priTo the students of EWSC
1 point try by
Mike
Macaulay
were
damaged.
They
are
going
This year on our campus,
was wide.
marily a defensive battle with
the social chairmen of the var- to be repaired, with money
the
quarter,
Eastneither
team bein~ able to get
Later
in
ious organizations are trying that the students have paid in
ern
was
forced
to
punt
from
a
drive
in
gear. Midway in the
to promote new and different fees. So it is your money. If
DIXIE CARTER
their
own
15,
and
the
Coythird
period
the Savages drove
activities. It is their hope that you are small enough to rip
otes
retaliated
by
blocking
a
to
the
Idaho
23, led by a 17
the seats, how about being big as a freshman. She is now a
a variety of social functions
Macaulay
punt.
However,
yard
gainer
by
hard-charging
will cause a ,little spark of en- enough to pay for their repair junior majoring in elementary Mike was equal to the occas- Al Johnson, but they were uneducation.
thusiasm in our students and yourself? I don't want to.
ion as he alertly pumped on able to drive through t he IdaSincerely,
therefore help the spirit of the
Along
with
her
many
duties:
the ball in the end' zone, allow- ho line for any more yards.
Chuck Plumb
student body as a whole.
ing
Idaho only two points on a · Two minutes later, Johnson
all
official
correspondence;
the Associated
Recently
safety
instead / of the touch- recovered an Idaho fumble on ,
checking all petitions; voting
Women Students sponsored
the Idaho 28, but the Savages
down.
"Nig-ht in Nevada." Although To the Editor:
member of AS Council and
The
game
remained
a
strict
were
stalled once again on the
The letter that you printer Student Finance Committee;
such an evening was held last
defensive
battle
until
Coyote
Coyote
23.
year in one of the men's dor- in the last issue from foot- keeping a permanent ledger
No
further
scoring was to
quarterback,
Len
Letero,
-spotmitor ies, this was the first ball player John M. Vick was of all business conducted by
'ted
Ken
Leonard
in
the
clear
come
until
a
minute-and-a-half
time such a project was open the strongest possible argu- the legislative and executive
to, and dependent upon, cam- ment for Freshman English branches of our . student gov- on his own 40, and the rangy remaining in the game as Jim
Composition
and
English ernment, she still has time for Idaho end raced 60 yards for Meshisnek, fleet Coyote halfpus support.
the touohdown with three min- back broke through the right
Thanks to you students, Clearance Tests. However the the Sponsor Corps.
utes remaining in the half. sicle of the Eastern line and
"Night iIJ Nevada" was a tre- Savage should be commended
The
extra point was good giv- raced 42 yards for the final
•
Both
pretty
and
efficient,
for
his
school
spirit.
mendous success. A special
ing
the
Coyotes a 9-6 lead.
seore. The extra point attempt
the
way
and
pretty
efficient
is
Signed,
thanks goes to the many peoA minute 1.ater the Savages was good, ·giving the Coyotes
to best describe her.
Aldon Kelley
ple who were so willing to
were
forced to punt and a low their final 23'-6 margin.
help with the various parts of
the evening. Their time .and
effort were greatly appreciated.
We would also lil;ce to exThe first in a series of Etter,
prominent Spokane ·
tend our thanks to the stu- speeches on the newly formed Lawyer. Mr. Etter is a memBy Walt Hartman
dents who supported "Night in "rightest" movement was an- ber of the Civil Liberties
•
Nevada" by attending· and hav- nounced today. Speeches will Union. ·
Ten East~rn Washington Coll~ge football Seniors played
ing such a good time.
be sponsored by National StuThe tentative date ·for this their final game of their collegiate careers November 18 in a
If this student spirit contin- dent Association, Young Re- talk is :November 6 at 7:~0 in
ldsmg ca~e, as an alert College of Idaho team took advantage
ues we can have a year filled publicans, and Young Demo- the SUB.
of so-me- Savage miscues and ran away with a 23-6 victory. It
with fun things to do. Let's crats.
,,
-------was the ninth consecutive loss for Eastern and its 13th in the
make t~ a year such as we've
PREFACE FOR JAZZ
never had b,efore.
last 14 games, dating back to 1960. Two blocked punts and
Dr. John Ghigleri, Spokane VVe sat the three of us
Sincer-ely,
a pass interception allow.ed the Coyotes 16 1 of their 23 points.
dentist and founder, of the in a dark shadowy hall
,
The AWS Council
will
be
on
listening
to
the
Zenistic
ryhFreedom
•
F
ighters
Look Next Year
i
campus November 30 at 7:30
thms
.
Looking t ward the future, things may not be so glum if
in the Student Union Building. of a muted saxophone.
everyone on this squad returns next year. The Savages will have
The talk entitled "The Naked I stroked lazily on a gray
Dear Editor,
about 15 lettermen returning. Ceading the parade will be little
alley cat with s~ven toes
In . rep.ly to Neil Brophy's Communist" ·will discuss the
threat of Communism in our and he winked in unison w.ith quarterback Elmore Brooks, a freshman halfback; Dave Davis,
letter.
a ' junior; Dan Brown, freshman tackle; Glen Crandal, junior
the high lonesome notes and
I'm getting pretty sick and society.
linebacker;
Peaul Lerch, junior linebacker; Buzz Hatch, freshtired of the way the boys on
Dr. Ghiglery recently re.- we were lost away from the
this ca:qtp,us are. always pan- ceived an award at the North- crowd of two that- sat beside man tackle.; Daryl Henjum, junior end; Mike Hess, sophomore
guard; Keith Vradenburg, sophomore guard; Mike Macaulay
ning the. girls. If one is to critwest Regional meeting of the The ~~re~ of us sat, when the junior end; and Jerry Schelling, junior center. Also returning
icize the. girls alone he has Junior
Chamber of Commerce.
neglected to look about him- held in Portland, Ore. T·h e music died and we were dead for the. 19.62 season will be.Bob Miner, senior guard who was an
self. Be$,iqes being dressed up award was given for his
assistant coach this year.
souls
and slicked down, girls at the achievements in alerting the also, in a satanic dream waitBasketball Team Lookt Good1
there people to the communist
Homeconuni dance
ing
Only two days remain for t he Savage basketball team before
were boys Ju~.t as dressed up threat. He attended the Uni- for the music to burst forth
they
meet their f~t opposition, the Whitman Colleg, Misand slic~ed dov.{n. What hap~ versity of Id~o, MSU and re- into life again so that the cat
sionaires. The Savages, who have a squad composed almost compened to them Monday morn- ceived his DDS at Washington with seven toes . could
pletely, of veterans .are a heavy favorite to upend· the Missioning? All I could see stagfering Uni_ver-sity in st. Louis. Ile. wink into eternity.
airies.
Returning to this year's squad are Walt Hartman, Dave
about the hall of Big "SS were
sat, the three of us,
F
f
t
d We
at the seven toed thr-one of
animals, hair lU}combed, slop- lived in ranee or wo an
Danielson, Dick Hannan, John Nugent,. 'Eed Paterson and Rwh
one-half years and has lived in a winking blinking,- cat- and
py sweat s~i,tts and jeans.
Moore, seniors; Bob Frick, Jerry Russell, J-0e Allen, Don War~
t
No, Mr. Bl'ophy, It isn't just Spokane for the paS two waited for christ to emerge
wict, ang, Alex Woods, sophomores; Junior Co]!\ege transfers are
in a soughing sighing
the girls who turn into pump- years.
juniors Larey Gunn and Dallas Barnes. Jim Hepton, Washingkins and w}ute mice.
.
The second speech in the lonesome shadowy suophone. ton State t;ransfer, won't be eligible until January. .Freshmen
If the giFls tded for an in- series will be given by Max
tarz
who have survived the . iitst two cut are Dick Skermer and
Vince Jarvis," a pair of hui,e Canadian l~ddies.
·
Much Talent
.
It looks like it's g_oing to be a good winter for all Eastern
teams as not only are the Savage basketball and swimming
teams loaded with talent, but also the Savag~ gymnastic team.
Last year Eastern enjoyed its greatest year, and most of that
team is returning aided by some outstanding newcomers.
.'
captain and most valuable gymn_ast from last year's. team,
Jack Benson, will one again lead his tea~, The squad 15,, ably
coached by Thorne Tibbetts, former Washington ·State star.

Savages End ·S eason.
Without A Win

Freedom Fighter To Spea.k

·rNE Ol'TIMIST

OLO SHOWS FO
ART M~JORS

~

.

~-.:. ,.•

...

--<

·~ ·,

Membe __, the pl
PJ"OClu.ctloA 11Fuhl " ., R1 nH Top, Tom Barton, Sally. Manafie.lct, lhve
rehNrae for thowin•. ictu.-.d .,.: Larry, Leef, St. . . •od Tan Willi•m .
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Tennis Enthusiasts
Requested To Meet

All art majors (in either deAll candidates. for the EWgree ~rogram) are. remin~ed SC tennis team are requested
that plans ~or their Senior to meet in room 204 of the
Solo Show should be made now fieldhouse at 3:40 p. m. on
in consultation with their- ad- Wednesday, Nov. 29, Coach
visors~ Any art majors grad- Bob Anderson told the Easteruating between now and Sep- ner.
tember 1962 are requirG<i to
schedule and . arrange , a-n exThe purpose of this meeting
hibition of their wo?k as a . is to organize the squad for a
requirement for graduation. winter conditioning program
See your adv.isor, now to re- and to discuss the tennis proserve galleey space.
gram for next spring.
WEDNESDAY, NOVIMBllt 29, 1961

THE HIGHWAY
The Enginer drew his line,
The laborers did the rest.
All men interested in form- into a varsity setup with equal
The highway ran east from
ing
a wrestling club on the recognition going to the parChicago,
One of the Inland Empire's finest talents was again displayed
campus,
let you voice be ticipants of this sport, as is
November 19 in concert at Showalte Auditorium. We refer to And stretched like a concrete known. You
men are asked to
cord to the west.
talent in the singular for though both Donald and Patricia
report
to
room
204 of the given to all other varsity orwent down by a river,
Smith are excellent pianists individually, as duo-pianists they It
ganizations.
fieldhouse
at
3':40
p. · m. on
And ran through a town,
form a combination that blends into a single unit of excellence. Crawled . andtwisted up a Thursday, Nov. 30.
Both Central Washington
Mr. and Mrs. Smith began - ·- - - - - - - - - - It is hoped that a full-time
mountain,
and
Western Washington of
the program with two con• wrestling program can evenThen came spiraling down,
the
Evergreen
Conference
trasting selections; the ElizaSnaked across a heat damned tually be organized, and if have wrestling in their probethan Suite, an arrangement
enough enthusiasm is shown grams now.
desert,
by Ethel Bartlett, · and the
Five programs extending Shot arrow straight across a by this meeting, several matchmore modern Introduction, from December through May
es will be scheduled for the
plain,
If interest is high, matches
Passacaglia and Fuge, by Max will be presented by the East- Detoured in Nevada,
following quarter.
will be scheduled with . the
Reger. In these, their match- ern Washington State College- Then went west againProgram May Be Established WSU Frosh, Central and Whitless precision and co-ordina- , Community Artist Series this The Engineer sits in his office,
This program can be worked man Colleges.
tion of phrasing became im- year.
While the laborers · sweat and
mediately apparent.
toil.
. -··
All programs will be in Sho- And thet highway runs east
Gerald Kechley1 a northwest
.composer, recently wrote a waiter Auditorium. Each will
from Chicago
Sonato for Two Pianos ex- - begin at 8: 15 p. m.
And grows black from motor
.
I
oil! ! !
pressly for the Smiths. This
First presentation in the
1ightl hearted composition, with series will be the December .
tarz
I
an outstanding Schertzo, was 3 concert by the Spokane Symthe . highlight of the concert phony Orchestra, which will
and was• very well received by be conducted by George Lot- of escaping t,h e highe o-verhead
Milk
the audience.
zenhiser, head of the music up town.
The final two numbers, ar- department.
Pete's Poopdeck and the Norangements by Ravel, found
Place have been joined now by
and
the Smiths ending the program
Soprano, Dorothy Warensk- Charlie Puzzo's Penthouse Jazz
as they had be~~n; with the joli will be featured January Workshop, which is located at
Ice Cream
incomparable ab1bty to make 22, a modern dance program the foot of Cherry Street on
'
even the most technically dif- by Merce Cunningham will be First Avenue.
Products
ficult passages flow effort- presented February 14, Loren
lessly. There was never an ap- Driscoll, tenor, will be heard
Students of legal age, who
parent strai!} to achieve_ th~ in the March 8 presentation, possess an ear for jazz and a
near impossible runs of mtri- and finally a pianist, John taste for wine, are invited to
cate rhythms.
Browning will conclude the visit the Penthouse to listen
-F or Home Deliveries
Selection Explained
series. •
ttol thes bptelrftorming sound of
An interesting · addition to
1e . u ~ ones, a Seatt1e
Phone ,
the performance was the short
group, and to treat their paltalk of explanation given be- Jazz Hounds Uni·te'. ates to a large variety of wine
BE 5-4102
fore each selection. Thi$
cocktails that will be served
served to greatly, increase the
The Seattle winos must be by four "Bunnies"-young ladaudience's enjoyment and un- finding it incre·asingly difficult . ies in bunny costumes.
605 FIRST ST.
dersianti;~ing Hard .
. to find a drink what with the
Caution though, if you look
CHENEY, WASH.
The only annoyance of the ghetto they have long cons~d- •like winos you'll gain no admitafternoon was the difficulty ered to be their own being tance, for' Mr. Puzzo intends
•
rolled back by the Century 21 to discriminate against tl}e
encountered in trying to view exposition and by the jazz tav- wino bi re~uirini the wearthe performers
no erns tha t 1ocat e there m
· h ope ing of ac ke s an t·1es.
less
than five through
microphones
placed strategically in fron~. It
is realized that recordings
were being made of the con-'
€ert, but surely there ,could
have been found a less conspicuous method of placing
the microphones.

Aa Review

By Chuck LaBounty

Plea Made To lnlere·sted Wrestlers

S111iths Present Concert

Artist To Appear

Ditton's Dairy
I

,.

Quinley Attends
Conference;
Examines IBM◄

.,_

Mr. Quinley, registrar, recently returned f!o~ the Pacific Coast Association of Collegiate Registi:ars and Admi~istration Officers held 1n
Portland, November 5 through
the 8.
Purpose of the conference
was to exchange ideas with
other schools and become acquainted with new ideas. Mr.
Quinle;v was especially interested m the operation of the
IBM machine, as Eastern is in
the process of changing over
to them.
Thursday, Nov. 9, Mr. QUinley visited the campus of Ore- '
gon State· University looking
at their IBM' machines and
1·egistration procedures.

areyton
delivers
the flavor..

Dr. Stewart Expl-a ins

·~ ~: · DVAL FILTER DOES IT!

· Place of Art

, I

Turm>~ was good for the
Washington Art Association
meeting on campus two weeks
ago. Dir. Earle Stewart spoke
on the subject "Mother is a .J
Refrigerator Door" and did a
remarkably fine. j.ob of explain
ing the place and purp.ose of
art produet& in our social order today..
Opal Fleckenstein, program
chairman, announced the next
meeting of the Washington
Art Association will be held
in the Spokane Sacajawea Junior High School on the evening
of December 8, at 7:30 p. m.
The lecture-demonstration
will be held by Robert Snider,
young Spokane ceramist and
art instructor in the Spokane
public school system.
Students Invited
All interested students are . .
invited to attend. Karl R. Morrison, Spokane Chapter WAA
will preside.

PATRON
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• ADYIRTII

■S

s\

"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!~
says Virgilius (Vinegar Virgil) Cassius, noble Praetorian
guardsman, as he prepares for another glorious parade.
"Don't run around in Circus looking for a good smolce," says
Vinegar Virgil. ''T~eyton's one filter cigarette that really
delivers de gustibus. Be one of the cohorts and carpe diem
with Tareyton."
'

I

•
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•

DUAL FILTER.

.Tareyton· ·,

r •
•

t
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-Bowling Lea·g ues
Gasp! Gag! Burpl

.

I

Happy few days after ThariJ.(sgiving. I hope you didn't eat
as much as I did. It happens every year (will this 'boy never
learn) and the chances are darned good it will happen next year
too.
·
The Saturday Review recently i;an a cartoon showing two turkeys talking. Says one, "Isn't it nice how our master gives us
a lot of food and makes us fat? I think we should set a day aside
to give thanks." That's the way it goes, Burp!

'' Join Now''
•

Last week the Western Civ. classes brought out the interesting
fact that 400 years ago in this country there were no wars, no
taxes, no final exams, and the women did all the work. It beats
me how the white man thought ·he could improve on that.
*

Speaking of the Western Civ. classes, and I was, I think 1 have
finally found a way to make that dreary subject•more interesting (if that is possible). The text would be more enjoyable to
read than the present one (which is not saying much).

I am endorsing Th~ 9ecline and Fall of •Practically Everybody
(Dell, 223 pages, 35c) as t~e n(;?w text and source of lecture material for the Western Civilization classes frem her~ on out.
Will Cuppy, the author, gives us a never before seen view of
many of the people who made history what it is. We are given
inside glimpses of these people from ancient Egyptian Ehufu to
Miles Standish.

Mondays __________________ Mixed Teams
'
Tuesdays ______________ Women's Teams
Wednesdays ____ __________ Men's Teams
l'hursdays ______________ Mixed Doubles

"J'ou wnslz ud rn wipe."
f

Contact t:Jesk or Pick Burger in the
SUB Games Room

flolNers

..

fresh and beautiful
as Spring

Prices ~ominal

Chet's

SU Building

Cheney, Wash.

.l"ECHNICAL

To say this book is funny would be a gross understatement.
The main text is supplemented with hilarious footnotes. The
combination of these two, text and footnotes, amply show Mr.
Cu~py's genius in the world of the funny.

T" Cheney

.

~

FOUNTAIN· PENS

.,

Cleopatra is one• figure discussed. Her loves have come down

to us through ancient historians, Shakespeare and Will Cuppy.
"Caesar was 54 to Ceopatra's 21, but he was still 'a ladie's' man
-the thin, wiry type, and smallish. He stayed in Egypt from
early October until late in June settling affairs of st~te. It was
a boy and they called him Caesarion, or Little Caesar, so Cleopatra now regarded herself as practically engaged. Caesar might
have married her, ,but he had a wife at home. There's always
something.

...
I

(Footn·ote: The first of Caesar's three marriages-to Cornelia,
. resulted tragically. Syll'a, Caesar's enemy, cona very rich girlfiscated her dowery soon after the wedding.)

Cleopatra then met Mark Antony. "Antony struck Cleopatra
as a delightful companion. One never knew what he would do
next and peither did he. Their liking for the same kind of fun
helped a lot. They would disguise themselves in old clothes and
run through the streets at nig,ht, knocking at doors and breaking
windows and laughing like anything. (Footnote: Once 1when they
were fishin, Cleopatra had a smoked herclng tied to Antony's
hook and they like to died laughing. Well, it was pretty amusing.)
They were made for each other. (Footnote: When Antony was
married to Fulvia, he would iump from behind the furniture
and cry 'Boo!')"

This is just a very brief example of Cuppy's wit. Others discussed in the racy, hilarious book are Pericles, Attila, the Hun
("an awful pest"), Lady Godiva, Phillip the· Sap, Leif and Lucky
and many more.
At the end of this book are two very funny additions, "Some
Royal Pranks," and "Some Royal Stomachs." The subject matter
of these two articles is self expla'natory and they are written in
the humorous style of Will Cuppy, the man who may himself
go down in history as the man who put zing into the study of
Western Civilization.
I
*

I
1

•

Koh-l°-Noor Rapidograph Sets of 3 & 4
Interchangeable drawing point sections ,
SU BOOK STORE

SIC FLICS

So many people on campus are feeling sorry for themsel'ves.

Ramblings is running a search for the "sorriest" individual (students, instructors, and staff) on campus. Recognition will be
given to this poor soul and we will all be able to feel sorry for
him. If you feel you need our sympathy or know somebody
who does please send your letters to: Ramblings, Room 204, Student Union Building.
I understand the current cry at LA Hall is "Perkins, ge_t your
hands off that television set."

YltlL.
JUST DON'T
GET ANY

\'WlfACKr"
IDEAS!
As long as we're "talking turkey," let's talk about the ease with ·
which Mom c:ooks a big Thanksgiving dinner, electrtcallr,, with
much of the day free to enjoy with the· family. •~Reddy ' Kilowatt 11 thanHui he c:an furnish tba servi~• that. mak•• ~•
conventence possible at one of the lowed rates tn the U.S~ •
:· .,

1HE WASHINGTON WATER POWER CO.

iPAGE SIX
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"Every fraternity needs
I

•

some kind of mascot .. :'
uoour

r.,
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:• 21 GRE·AT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERF-UL SMOKES!
AGED MILD. BLENDED MILD - NOT FILTERED MILD-THEY SATISFY
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IN MY O·PINION

Educa ion ·ls Topic
Of Ke nedy's 'Speech·
By Don R. Baumgart
(This story
s written exclusively for the Easterner by the
paper's Seattle orrespondent.)
.

-

Presi~ent Jo
F. Kennedy delivered a short humor-andpower packed peech last week in Seattle and one of his main
topics was the eed for more buildings to house higher education.
Addressing t e $100-a-plate party dinner honoring Democratic

Senator W_arre G. Magnuson's 25th year in the Senate Thursday
night, Presiden · Kennedy said the nation wi}l ne~d tp construct
more school b ildings in the next 10 years than were constructed in the -country's entire history.
- •
More .than 3 00 party faithfuls Jammed 10 dining rooms of
Seattle's Olym ic Hotel and a restaurant across the street to
hear and watc Kennedy's speech.
,
- .....,...
The throng i the hotel's grand b~llroom nw the President
eat a fitfuL m~ 1 interrupte.d often by political dignitaries who
stopped to have a brief ·chat while leaning over the shouider of
the nation's chief exeautive. Kennedy wielded his fork with
one handr-the other seemed ' always gliding into his inside
breast pocket for a pen to autograph dinner programs put
.•
,
_.
• ·
before him by a1t~rs.
In the satteli e ballrooms and across tlie stre~t in Rosellini's
4!0, diners sa the _president light a cfgar ~fter. dinne~. _Their
view of the pr c·eedmgs came over closed c1rcmt television.
.
'
When the ci ar was smoked to a stub, Kenney was preceded
on the podiu by such party luminaries · as Montana's Mike
Mansfield, who will replace the late Sam Rayburn of Texas as
Speaker of th House, and by Senator Henry M. Jackson of
Washington w o played a major part in th.e ' convention that
nominated Ken edy.
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Kennedy sai the spirit that developed the west through
~uch meas~res as Grand Coulee Dam is the same spirit needed
in the commg ~rowth of educational facilities to handle increasing college enr llments.
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By Gary Phillips
It's about that ttrne of the
Y,ear again. You people haven't
been attending the football
games, and you botched the
last election.
Traditionally you would expect to suffer through severe
reprimands from the newspa- •
per and overly excited P-oliticians, but this year let s try
something new: Go ahead, forget about your money, let the
t~m lose without your support.
. Let's face it, all the preachmg about school spirit for the
past 50 years hasn't changed a
thinfl' and I'm sure 50 more
wont help.
..
Maybe in the short run the
talents of the sportsment pollticians and otlier campus' leaders can intensify the school
spirit that already exists, but
they are working · from the
wrong end.
·
~f we are g9ing to do somethmg • about it, let's work on
building the name of Eastern.
When ~•~e day
that
t ern,rrriyes
· you
s~
EaS
Wlth
such
enthusiasm and spark that the
' listener will think you said
"Harvard,'.' _we will have that
J~~~~g sfo~~t you , have. been

Knights Travel

SATURDAY NIGHT

A delegatioij of nine students represet\ted EWSC at
th,e regional convention of Intercollegiate Knights. national
men's sophomore service honorary, at Ellensburg, Saturday
Nov. 11.
'
Representatives
were
George L. Kersul, Kenneth A.
R.. Williams, Robert G. Bell,
Michael W. Dodd, Larry F.
Hoy, Herbert W. Roll, Robert
C. Rowley, Hal E. Velikanje
and Charles E. Buttcane.
'
Sharon James, "Sweetheart"
of the EWSC Tomahawk chapter of the IK, will be a cQntestant for the regional title.

Saturday night
Gay night, Pay night
Hip, hip, horray night .
Saturday night
Tim e to get right night
Dress sharp and find a ' chick
night!.
Saturday night
G~mble and lose night
Fight_ and booze night
All mght -. Saturday night!
Saturday night
Get drunk night and sing the
blues night
Saturday night-my night
All night-Saturday night!
Tarz
I

Chevrolet

Oldsrnobi.le
SALES AND SERVICE
BODY AND FENDER REPAIR
We pick up and Deliver
.,

Brown & Holter
513 1st Street
I

_Cheney, Wash. - Phone BE 5-6231

24 Hour Wrecker Service-After 5 P. M.
Phone BE 5-4986··
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"Thomas Pa ne once said," Kennedy told his audience turning t? internat\onal problems, "If ·trouble comes, let it c;me in
my time. Thes.f are our sentiments. If troube is to come let
it come in our time, so our children may live in peace." This

T~e BASTIIRB·B is Bxpandin-g !

1

spirited statem nt brought thunde.r ing applause.
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Earlier the resident began his spech with a gentle ribbing
of Senator Ma nu~on. Perhaps Kennedy knew that Magnuson
was already o e up on him. Shortly before the dinrier began
Magnuson app ared on the inner stairway of the 410 and intro:
duced some of ·his colleagues in the Senate to the throng waiting to be seate :' ....
-~- , - - - ·
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If you are intelligent, morally sound, healthy, reason-

"After all ,t is is a senatorial' affair tonight," Magnuson said
of his silver a niversary 4inner. "The President's job is temporary."

•

ably clean, use deodorants
and are willing to work

Hc;tlmes Hardware .,
•

PluLbing -

f''

'

Heating -

Sporting Goods -

Coal -

Frigidaire -

Bendix

I RCA Appliances & Television.
\

(in fact; just to work)

Gifts

'

~
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SALES & SERVICE
1st -

Ch.eney, Wn. -

BE 5-4402

We...Need You

I'

The C~e ce"t

>.·

for

Toyland Is _Open

• Writing

It's colorful and exciting .;s a child's imagination. Brim

•

E~iting

• full and overflowing with fascinating toys to hold a child

•

Layout

I

transfixed, to set them iumping with excitement. And

.

~• Art Work

those of you older in years wil'I have a little trouble maintaining a bl se attitude . . . so take your children by tf;e
hand an4 f llow them to TOYlANDI
•

I

•
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P.u blic Relations

• Advertising

I

•

Photography

•

• Secretarial Work

HEIR:RESCENT

'
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Come in and talk to us at SUB 204
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Music Dept. Offers New Class
"Music in the Junior High
Srho~l'' will be offered by the
:N1us1c Department as an evening course Winter Quarter.
This class will meet on Wednesday evenings, with the first
meeting schedufed for January 10, at 7 p. m. If the members of the class wish, the
time may be changed to earlier
time for subsequent meetings.
This course will be an upper
~

division course (Music 343),
and will pe acceptable for satisfying graduate requirements.
Those who are not regularly
enrolled at the college may
register the evening of the
first class meeting. The regitrar's office will be open for
that purpose.
The course is being offered
as an evening class at the request of several teachers in

"W" Club To Hold Annual MD Drive

Tuesday, Dec. 5, is the date
set ,fo7;, t~e second annll:al
Mens W. Club Muscular Distrophy ~riv~.
.
Contnbut10n
. contamer~
have be~n plac~d m the Student Umon and m some of the
the area who would like to
study the problems met in the
teaching of music at the junior high level. The instructor
will be Dr. Jay Andrews:

dorms. In addition to distributing these, the club will canvas the entire Cheney area
during the actual drive from
7:30 to 9 p. m.
Last year, the club took in
over $400 and this ,year's goal
has been set at $500.
Earlier in the quarter, the
club was presented with a
plaque from the National
committee on Muscular Distrophy. T·h e trophy was pre-

sented by Jeff Thompson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Thompson. Mr. Thompson is
an assistant professor
the
business depaPtment and Jeff
is a Muscular Distrophy victim. The Thompsons were a
prime factor in last year's
drive.
This year's donations will
go to a hospital in New York
wh re research is being conducted in an atteIJJpt to find
a cure for the disease.
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... It's a top seller at colleges from U.S. C. to Yale
... and 1st in the Flip- Top box in every single state
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If you think you're seeing more Marlboro men

I

lately, you're right. More than 25,000
s·m okers all over the country are switching
to Marlboro every mont}:i I
You'll know why when you try them.
Marlboro is the filter cigarette with the unfiltered
taste. The ~ecret of the flavor is the famous . ,
Marlboro recipe from Richmond, Virginia.·. . anq
the pure white Selectrate filter that goes with 'it.
Try Marlboro and judge for yourself. On or
off campus, you get a lot to like.
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Flip-Top box or King-size pac/e
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